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Aims of the training 

The 3-day training aims to provide a comprehensive, clearly defined and easily understandable structure of 
analyzing international conflicts, through the lens of comprehensive security. 

Objectives of the training 
As today’s world is faced with some of the major challenges in decades from intrastate wars, uprisings, 
poverty, terrorism, to human rights- and environmental-related, the more peace builders and interventionists 
know and understand about the situations in which they are working, the less likely they are to make mistakes, 
and the more likely to succeed in their efforts to find lasting solutions. 
 
According to the Council of Foreign Affairs, there are 33 major conflict around the world involving interventions 
at all levels. These challenges require a systemic approach, the involvement of multi-stakeholder efforts and a 
deep understanding of the contexts and environments in which practitioners operate to implement solutions to 
the world’s problems.  

This training will employ a systemic approach, integrating theory and practice to increase participants’ 
understanding of conflicts and interventions, and enhance their capacities in planning successful interventions 
(e.g. projects in their communities). 
The training will: 

	 1.	 Provide tools for diagnosing and understanding complex emergencies/crisis situations, and 
conflict dynamics; 
	 2.	 Provide tools for analyzing interventions of different kinds on the project or program level in 
the areas of relief, social & development projects in terms of determinants of success and failure in achieving 
comprehensive security; 
	 3.	 Provide a framework for starting a successful and sustainable interventions (e.g. projects) and 
to enhance participants’ understanding of the interconnectedness and applicability of various concepts in the 
field of humanitarian work and projects. 

Participation fee: 
€285.-  
Including material, coffee breaks and a certificate of participation.  

Language:   

English 

Dates:  

16 - 18 February 2018 

Location:  

AIES: Tivoligasse 73a, 1120    
+43 1 3583080 

AIES - Austrian Institute for European and Security Policy



Facilitators:    

Billy Batware, MA is a Consultant at United Nations Office on 

Drugs and Crime (UNODC) responsible for drug prevention and counter-terrorism 
projects. Billy is also founding President of United for Education and Sustainable 
Futures (UESF) and Executive Director of Forum for Young Internationalists (FYI). He 
holds a BA in Diplomatic and Economic Studies, a MA in International Security 
Studies and is currently pursuing (part-time) his PhD in International and Foreign 
Policy at the University of Vienna. His research focuses on institutional cooperation 
within the United Nations organizations in the framework of the 2030 Agenda for 
Development (SDGs). 

Billy is a certified trainer, a guest lecturer of international conflicts and development, 
an educator, a social entrepreneur, and a regular speaker at different conferences. 

Areas of expertise 
Conflict management and conflict analysis, intervention design, post-conflict institutional rebuilding, 
peacebuilding, drug prevention, counter-terrorism, programme development and management, organizational 
development, leadership, negotiation, mediation, and entrepreneurship. 

	 Publications 
• ‘New approaches for a peaceful and more sustainable world’ (2016) 
• ‘Pakrac+20 –A post-war revisit and field mission: What has changed and where from here?’ (2014) 
• ‘Regional Academy on the United Nations Report (2012)’ 
• ‘Rwanda Ethnic Conflicts: A historical look at root causes (2012)’ 
• ‘The role of multinational corporations in DRC conflict (2011)’ 
• ‘The African Standby forces: a solution to African conflicts? (2011)’ 
• ‘International disaster relief assistance –the role of the military report (2011)’ 

Upcoming publications 
• ‘Fit to Function, Not Functional Enough – The World CS as a Necessary Not an Optional Partner for 

Strengthening the UN System’.  
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Iulia Jolley-Socea, MA is an experienced humanitarian and 

peace-building trainer, with over 6 years of experience in designing and delivering 
customized training activities for various audiences, from youth to civil society 
practitioners. 

She has worked with organizations such as the Peace Action Training and Research 
Institute of Romania (PATRIR), the International Fellowship of Reconciliation, 
Musicians without Borders, with geographical focus on Cyprus, Northern Ireland, 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bangladesh and others. She holds a MA in National 
Security Management. 

Aims:  
The 3-day training aims to provide a comprehensive, clearly defined and easily understandable structure of 
analyzing conflicts and planning interventions, through the lens of comprehensive security. 

Expected outcomes:  

At the end of the training, participants should be able to understand the complexity of conflict situations and 
prepare for fruitful, evidence based and sustainable solutions, as well as understand how to critically consume 
conflict related information (news and otherwise). 

    



 

 




